Effect of color on contrast sensitivity with two different accommodative stimuli.
We studied the influence of color and accommodation on the contrast sensitivity function (CSF). At the same time, we measured the effect of axial chromatic aberration (ACA) on the CSF. The CSF's of two observers were determined using red, green, blue, and white light, at 5- and 0.5-m viewing distances. At 5 m the CSF's were measured with natural vision and also with lenses which compensated the ACA. Results show that the effect of ACA on the CSF is to reduce the sensitivity to blue with respect to the red. The difference in sensitivity between these two colors is between 50 and 150% and varies with the frequency and the subject. When the ACA is compensated the influence of the color on the CSF is very small, in our experiment, and this result is discussed in relation to the compensating effects of chromatic adaptation of the color mechanisms. In near vision, the CSF's were measured with natural vision and also with the lenses required to give the same accommodative stimulus for all colors. We discuss the effect of accommodation on the CSF. For both far and near the results are compared with the CSF with white light.